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Abstract. Effects of three-dimensional geometry of the field configuration and collisions on the zonal flows and
the ion temperature gradient (ITG) modes in the Large Helical Device (LHD) are investigated by using a newly
developed gyrokinetic simulation code,GKV-X. TheGKV-X incorporates full geometrical information such as the
Jacobian and the metric tensor of the flux surface obtained from MHD equilibrium. The effects of the full geometry
on the growth rate and real frequency of the ITG instability are clearly found in the large poloidal wavenumber
region where the finite gyroradius effect is also important. The weak collision under the LHD experimental con-
ditions reduces the residual zonal flow level, even if the geodesic acoustic mode oscillation as well as the growth
rate and the real frequency of the ITG modes are not much affected. Furthermore, the simulation results for the
linear ITG modes are compared with a high ion temperature discharge in the LHD experiments. It is found that the
unstable ITG modes have the growth rates which peak at radial positions with the largest deviation of the temper-
ature gradient from the critical values, where the peak positions of the growth rate are close to the regions where
the density fluctuation peaks are measured in the experiment.

1. Introduction

Anomalous transport of the plasmas, which can be driven by the drift wave plasma turbu-
lence [1] such as the ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence, has been a central issue in
magnetic fusion research for the last few decades. The zonal flows are known to play a signifi-
cant role in regulating the turbulent transport in toroidal plasmas [2–4]. It is shown by nonlinear
gyrokinetic simulation with theGKV [5] that the ITG turbulent transport in the helical plasma is
reduced when the zonal flow generation is enhanced in the inward-shifted configuration [6, 7].
This qualitatively agrees with the Large Helical Device (LHD) [8] experimental results, which
show that the anomalous transport in the inward-shifted cases is reduced with a decrease in the
radial drift of ripple-trapped particles [9], even with an increase in the unfavorable field line
curvature [10].

To understand the transport physics of confinement plasmas better, quantitative comparisons
between the experimental observations and the computational simulations with the experimen-
tal conditions should be done. In theGKV simulations, the model helical field given by the
limited number of Fourier components are employed with the large-aspect-ratio approximation
for the flux surface geometry. Under the approximation, the simplified Jacobian and metric are
used for each term in the gyrokinetic equation. For more quantitative gyrokinetic simulations,
it is a natural path to furnish a well-established gyrokinetic code with detailed geometrical in-
formation obtained from three-dimensional equilibrium calculations as in Refs. [11–13]. We
develop a new gyrokinetic Vlasov flux-tube code,GKV-X [14], which precisely deals with re-
alistic magnetic configurations in non-axisymmetric systems. TheGKV-X uses the geometrical
information provided from theVMEC code, which is a standard three-dimensional magnetohy-
drodynamic equilibrium solver. Using theGKV-X, we investigate the effects of the geometry
and the collision of the LHD plasmas on the ITG modes, the geodesic acoustic modes (GAM),
and the zonal flow responses by the benchmark tests against theGKV calculation, and also the
comparisons between theGKV-X linear simulations and the LHD experimental observations for
the ITG modes and zonal flows.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we briefly describe theGKV-X

and the basic equations employed in the calculation. In Sec. 3, simulation results obtained by
the GKV-X are shown, and the geometrical and collisional effects on the ITG modes and zonal
flows are discussed. In Sec. 4, comparisons between the linear simulations and the experimental
measurements in the LHD high ion temperature discharges are performed. Section 5 presents
the summary of the study.

2. GKV-X Code

The GKV-X is a gyrokinetic Vlasov flux-tube code which incorporates full geometrical in-
formation of the non-axisymmetric confinement field, as well as Fourier components of the field
obtained fromVMEC calculation. The magnetic field strength is represented as

B =
nmax

∑
n=0

B0n(ρ)cosnζ +
mmax

∑
m=1

nmax

∑
n=−nmax

Bmn(ρ)cos(mθ −nζ ), (1)

in the Boozer coordinate system{ρ,θ ,ζ}, where the flux labeling indexρ ≡
√

Ψ/Ψa is defined
by the toroidal magnetic fluxΨ = Baxr2/2 at the minor radiusr, andΨa at the last closed
surfacer = a. Bax is the field strength at the magnetic axis,Bmn(ρ) is the Fourier component
with the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers(m,n), and the maximum mode numbers in the
VMEC calculationmmax andnmax. From the flux surfaces obtained from the equilibrium in the
cylindrical coordinates{R,Z,φ}, the metric tensorsgi j , gi j , and the Jacobian
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(
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)
, (3)

whereq is the safety factor, and the prime symbol represents the derivative with respect toρ .
The code uses the local flux-tube model [16] with the field-aligned coordinates{x,y,z} = {r −
r0,(r0/q0) [q(ρ)θ −ζ ] ,θ}with the safety factorq0 at the minor radiusr0 = ρ0a. The coordinate
z= θ is regarded as a coordinate along the field line labeled byα = ζ −q(ρ)θ = const. The
GKV-X solves the gyrokinetic equation for the perturbed ion gyrocenter distribution function
δ f , in the low-β electrostatic limit,(

∂
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c
B
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mi

b ·∇B
∂

∂v||
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· e∇Φ

Ti
FM +C(δ f ), (4)

whereFM is the Maxwellian distribution,C(δ f ) is the collision term,v|| andµ represent the
parallel velocity and the magnetic moment, respectively. In theGKV-X, we employ each term in
Eq.(4) with exact forms. The magnetic and diamagnetic drift velocities are denoted byvd and
v∗, respectively. The electron density is assumed to be adiabatic, and the electrostatic potential
Φ is calculated from the quasi-neutrality condition. The magnetic drift frequencyωd = k⊥ ·vd,
and the diamagnetic drift frequencyω∗ = k⊥ ·v∗ with zero-beta are given by
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with the perpendicular wavenumbers (kx,ky), the magnetic shear parameter ˆs= (ρ0/q0)q′, and
the background gradient scale length for the density and temperature defined byL−1

n =−dlnn/dr,
andL−1

T = −dlnTi/dr, respectively. Using the metric tensors and the Jacobian, the perpendic-
ular wavenumber and the parallel derivative can be calculated as

k2
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3. Geometrical and Collisional Effects on ITG modes and Zonal-flows

In order to investigate the effects of non-axisymmetric geometry on the ITG modes and
zonal flows, gyrokinetic Vlasov simulations using linearized versions of theGKV-X andGKV

are performed in the helical systems. We prepare the field configuration with the parameters of
the confinement field based on theVMEC results for the standard LHD case, which is close to
the “S-B case” in Ref. [17]. In theGKV-X simulation, we use theVMEC configuration with a
lot of helical components. TheGKV calculation uses the parameters which are obtained from
the VMEC configuration in terms of the toroidal, main helical, two side-band components, and
their radial derivatives. In both the calculations, we use the same parameters for the variables,
Ln/LT = 3, Te/Ti = 1, Ln/R0 = 0.3, q0 = 1.9, ŝ= −0.87501, andα = 0.

3.1. Geometrical Effects

The growth rates and real frequencies of the ITG modes are shown in Fig.1 as functions
of kyρi which are obtained from the both codes. Here,ρi is the ion gyroradius. The plots are
evaluated atρ = 0.6 andkx = 0. Compared to theGKV calculation, the growth rate obtained
from theGKV-X is slightly higher forkyρi <∼ 0.3 and lower forkyρi >∼ 0.3, and the real frequency
in theGKV-X simulation is slightly more negative than that in theGKV. The differences between
the two codes are enhanced with the increasing poloidal wavenumber, which originates from
the ripple components and full metric tensor throughωd andk⊥, respectively. Becauseωd in the
GKV-X includes more helical ripple components than in theGKV, the difference ofωd appears
clearly, and that in theGKV-X is more negative than in theGKV aroundz≃ 0, where the ITG
modes are destabilized by unfavorable magnetic field line curvature. According to Eq.(5), the
difference inωDi is enhanced in the large|ky| region. In Eq.(7), the terms including the metric
tensor componentsgθθ andgρρ , which reflect the shape of the elliptic magnetic surface, are
influential ink⊥ related to the finite gyroradius effect. The term withgθθ remains finite around
z≃ 0, and the contribution of the term tok⊥ is also enhanced for higher poloidal wavenumbers,
while the term withgρρ vanishes atz= 0. In the the diamagnetic drift frequency and the mirror
force term, the differences between the two codes are much smaller than those inωd andk⊥. At
large poloidal wavenumbers, therefore, the helical ripple components of the confinement field
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and the metric tensor of the magnetic surface affect the frequency and the growth rate of the
ITG modes through the magnetic drift frequency and the finite gyroradius effect.

Eigenfunctions of the electrostatic potentialφk are also compared forkyρi = 0.324 and
kyρi = 0.649 in Fig.2. As seen in the figure forkyρi = 0.324, the mode structures ofφk ob-
tained by the two codes have almost same profiles, which is accompanied by oscillations asso-
ciated with the helical ripples. On the other hand, the profiles for larger poloidal wavenumber
(kyρi = 0.649) show different ripple structures in the unfavorable curvature region aroundz≃ 0.
This is consistent with the results of the growth rate and the real frequency shown in Fig.1,
where the differences are found mainly in the higher poloidal wavenumbers.
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FIG. 1: Growth rates (top) and real frequencies
(bottom) of the ITG mode obtained from theGKV

(black circles) and theGKV-X (red triangles).
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FIG. 2: Eigenfunctions of electrostatic potential
φk for kyρi = 0.324 (top) and kyρi = 0.649 (bot-
tom) at kx = 0, with the real and imaginary parts.
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FIG. 3: Linear responses of the zonal flow poten-
tials for theGKV simulation with model field (black
dashed curves) andGKV-X simulation with VMEC
field configuration (red solid curves).

Figure 3 shows the response func-
tions of the flux surface averaged zonal
flow potentials to the initial perturbation,
⟨φk⊥(t)⟩/⟨φk⊥(0)⟩ during their linear colli-
sionless damping obtained from theGKV-X

and GKV simulations for two different ra-
dial wavenumbers,kxρi = 0.0637 andkxρi =
0.1274. As seen in the plots, the re-
sponse functions given by the two codes
agree well with each other for bothkx val-
ues. The residual levels of the zonal flow
potentials att/(R0/vti) ∼ 30 are obtained
asKGKV-X = (1.33± 0.81)× 10−2, KGKV =
(1.32± 0.79)× 10−2 for kxρi = 0.0637, and
KGKV-X = (3.54± 0.15) × 10−2, KGKV =
(3.36±0.10)×10−2 for kxρi = 0.1274. Thus,
the effect of the geometry on the residual
zonal flow levels is very weak. It is consid-
ered that the ripple effect of the perpendicular
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Table 1:Peak positions of the density fluctuations observed in the LHD experiment and the ITG growth
rates obtained in theGKV-X simulations.

Low-Ti High-Ti
ρpeak (kρi)peak ρpeak (kρi)peak

Experiment 0.8 - 1.0 0.26 0.6 - 0.8 0.45
Simulation 0.83 0.20 0.65 0.35

wavenumber given in Eq.(7) for theGKV-X case is eliminated by taking the flux surface average
in calculation of the zonal flow potential that loses the poloidal-angle-dependent components
associated with GAM oscillations.

3.2. Collisional Effects
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FIG. 4: Linear responses of the zonal flow poten-
tial obtained by theGKV-X with collision (red solid
curves) and without collision (black dashed curves).
Both figures are obtained atρ ≃ 0.6.

For the case of the LHD field atρ ≃ 0.6,
the time evolution of the zonal flow po-
tentials is investigated by theGKV-X with
the finite collisions including the pitch an-
gle scattering in which the collision time of
τii ≃ 150(R0/vti) corresponding to the ion
densityni ≃ 1.0×1019m−3 and the temper-
atureTi ≃ 2.0 keV. This weak collisionality
does not influence the growth rate and the
real frequency of the ITG modes in Fig.1,
becauseγ,ωr ≫ τ−1

ii in this case. However,
we see from the response functions in Fig.4
that, by the small collisionality, the residual
zonal flow level is reduced to a half of the
collisionless case att ∼ 30(R0/vti)∼ 0.2τii ,
even if the GAM oscillation is not affected.
Therefore, the weak collisionality is consid-
ered to enhance the turbulent transport by reducing the zonal flows as claimed in Ref. [18].

4. Comparison with LHD Experiment

In recent Large Helical Device (LHD) experiments, high ion temperature discharges have
been realized by the high power neutral beam injection, and spatial profiles of density fluctua-
tions in radial, wavenumber, and phase velocity spaces are measured by phase contrast imaging
(PCI) [19]. The observed fluctuations most likely propagate in the direction of ion diamag-
netic rotation in the plasma frame, and their amplitudes increase with growth of the temperature
gradient [20]. The results show the typical characteristics of the ITG turbulence. In Table.1,
the positions ink-ρ space where the observed fluctuation increases are shown for the different
temperature profiles, low-Ti phase (t = 1.833 s) and high-Ti phase (t = 2.233 s). In the low-Ti
phase, the phase velocity of the fluctuation forρ >∼ 0.9 is also evaluated in the plasma frame
asvexp∼−2.5×103 [m/s], although that for the high-Ti phase atρ ∼ ρsim

peakcannot be obtained
since the measurements ofvE×B are limited toρ >∼ 0.8 in the high-Ti phase. Here, the minus
sign represents the direction of the ion diamagnetic rotation.
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In order to investigate the characteristics of the density fluctuations observed in the experi-
ment, the linear gyrokinetic simulations are performed by usingGKV-X in the equilibrium mag-
netic field configuration corresponding to the discharge obtained from theVMEC calculation
with the experimental profiles of the temperature and the density. The comparisons between the
simulation results and the experimental observations are also done.

4.1. ITG Growth Rates Profiles

Figures 5 shows the simulation results of the growth rates and real frequencies of the ITG
modes as functions ofkyρi in the low-Ti and high-Ti phases. In the plots, the maximum values
of γ can be obtained for each radial position. For example, atρ = 0.65 in the high-Ti phase,
the maximum growth rate isγmax∼ 0.25 (vti/R0) with kyρi ∼ 0.35. Thus, we obtain the radial
profiles ofγmax rates as shown in Fig.6. From the plots, we can find the peaks ofγmax as shown
in Table.1. Comparing the results with the fluctuation measurements in the LHD discharge, the
peak regions of the density fluctuations are located around the positions where the ITG modes
are most unstable in radial and wavenumber spaces. From the value of the real frequencies, the
phase velocities atρ = ρsim

peakin the plasma frame,vsim = ωsim
r /ky, can also be roughly estimated

asvsim ∼ −2.0×103 [m/s] (low-Ti phase), andvsim ∼ −1.0×104 [m/s] (high-Ti phase). In
the low-Ti phase, the phase velocity quantitatively agrees with the experimental valuevexp for
ρ >∼ 0.9 as presented in the top of this section. From the results, therefore, the fluctuation peaks
observed in the LHD experiments are considered to be mainly driven by the ITG modes.
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4.2. Critical Ion Temperature Gradients

The critical ion temperature gradients for the ITG mode are also evaluated by investigating
the dependence of the ITG growth rates on the temperature gradient. In Fig.7, the critical values
for the low- and high-Ti phases are shown as functions ofρ . Paying attention to the deviation
of the temperature gradient from the critical value in the figure, we find thatγmax given by Fig.6
peaks at a radial position where the deviation is largest. The critical values are higher than
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the experimental values forρ <∼ 0.6 in low-Ti phase, andρ <∼ 0.2 in high-Ti phase, whereγmax

of Fig.6 vanishes. Comparing the radial profiles of the critical temperature gradient between
the two phases, the critical values for the high-Ti phase are higher than those for the low-Ti-
phase. Therefore, it is considered that the higher critical temperature gradient may contribute
to the improvement of the confinement capability. In fact, the magnetic drift frequencyωd
for the high-Ti phase is slightly shifted into the positive direction aroundz∼ 0, which implies
more favorable magnetic curvature for stabilization of the ITG mode than for the low-Ti phase.
In addition, lower density gradients for the high-Ti phase are considered to also contribute to
higher critical temperature gradients than for the low-Ti phase.
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FIG. 7: Radial profiles of the critical temperature gradient in the low-Ti phase (blue diamonds) and
high-Ti phase (red circles). Bold curves with light blue and light red colors represent the experimental
profiles of R0/LT i in the low- and high-Ti phases, respectively.

5. Summary

In this work, theGKV-X code is developed, which is applicable to non-axisymmetric con-
figuration such as the LHD, including the collision effects, full information about the metric
tensor, Jacobian, and Fourier components of the helical field obtained from theVMEC equilib-
rium calculation. Making use of theGKV-X, we investigate the effects of the geometry of the
confinement field and the collisions on the ITG modes and the zonal flows in the helical sys-
tems. It is found from the simulations that the effects of full geometry and helical ripples are
prominent for higher poloidal wavenumbers due to the finite gyroradius effect and the magnetic
drift frequency. The dampings of the zonal flow potential are also examined, and the weak
collisionality is considered to enhance the turbulent transport with reduction of the zonal flows.

The comparisons of theGKV-X calculations with the density fluctuation measurements in the
LHD high-Ti discharges are also performed. In the simulation results of the focused discharge,
the unstable ITG modes have the growth rates which peak at radial positions with the largest
deviation of the temperature gradient from the critical values. The peak positions of the growth
rate are close to the regions where the density fluctuation peaks are measured in the experiment.
The critical temperature gradients in the high-Ti phase are higher than those in the low-Ti phase.
More favorable magnetic curvature and lower density gradient realized in the high-Ti phase are
considered to contribute to this up-shift of the criticalTi gradient and accordingly the achieve-
ment of the highTi gradient. Also, the phase velocities of the ITG modes obtained from the
simulation agree with the experimental observations. From the results, therefore, it is consid-
ered that the increases of the fluctuations measured in the experiment are mainly attributed to
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the ITG instability. The nonlinear simulation of the ITG turbulence for the LHD experimental
conditions is currently in progress as the next step of this work.
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